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Abstract—Mutation testing is a well-known, effective, fault-based testing criterion. First order mutation introduces defects in the form of a single small syntactic change. While the technique has been shown to be effective, it has some limits. Higher order mutation, where the faults introduced include multiple changes, has been proposed as a way to address some of these limits. Although the technique has shown promising results, there is no practical tool available for the application and study of higher order mutation on Java programs.

In this paper we present PIT-HOM, an extension of Pitest (PIT) for higher order mutation. Pitest is a practical mutation analysis tool for Java, applicable on real-world codebases. PIT-HOM combines mutants in a same class to create higher order mutants of user-defined orders, it runs the mutants and reports the results in an easy to process format. We validate PIT-HOM using two small Java programs and report its performance as well as some characteristics of the mutants it creates.

Index Terms—Mutation analysis, Tool, Higher order mutation, Pitest

I. INTRODUCTION

Mutation analysis is a well known-fault-based testing criterion. Mutation analysis creates mutant versions of the system under test (SUT), often by introducing a single syntactic change, and evaluates the capacity of a test suite to detect the difference between the SUT and the mutants. It has been the focus of much work in the last few decades [1] and has shown its effectiveness [2]. In particular, mutation analysis has been applied to the Java language, and many tools have been developed and made available for the mutation of Java programs [3]–[6]. The availability of these tools encouraged the development of the technique in both research and industry.

Despite all the work done on it, and the effectiveness of the technique, mutation analysis still suffers from several problems. The two main setbacks for the adoption of mutation analysis are its cost and the equivalent mutant problem. As mutation analysis creates a potentially large number of mutants against which tests must be executed, it is a computationally expensive testing criterion and often provides delayed feedback. The equivalent mutant problem refers to mutants that, although syntactically different from the original system, are semantically equivalent, and thus not detectable by any test. These equivalent mutants are not detectable automatically and are left to the tester to manually analyse, creating noise in the results of the mutation analysis and adding to the human cost of using the technique.

Higher order mutation analysis, where the injected faults are composed of several syntactic changes, has been proposed to alleviate these problems [7]. Although the technique has seen much interest in recent years [8], no practical tool for higher order mutation of Java programs has been made readily available. This absence of open tools hinders the progress of research and adoption of the technique in industry.

In this paper, we propose PIT-HOM, an extension for higher order mutation of the well-known Java mutation tool PIT [6]. PIT is an efficient tool for first order Java bytecode mutation that integrates with many modern build systems. PIT is used both in research [9], [10] and industry [11]. We extend PIT with higher order mutation capabilities, allowing the combination of single order mutants located in a same class. We validate using two small programs and make it available for further research and extension at https://github.com/ucd-csl/pitest.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First we introduce background and related work on higher order mutation in Section II, then we describe PIT and our extension of the tool in Section III. We describe our validation of PIT-HOM and report our results in Section IV, and discuss the results in Section V. Finally, we conclude in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this section, we introduce background and related work on higher order mutation. We first review the history of the technique, then its benefits, before mentioning previous tools developed for higher order mutation.

Higher order mutation analysis is an extension of classic, first order, mutation analysis. In classic mutation analysis, we only consider mutants consisting of one syntactic change, hence the term first order. Higher order mutation analysis considers mutants that are composed of multiple changes.

Historically, the field of mutation analysis was focused on First Order Mutants (FOMs). As the number of Higher Order Mutants (HOMs) is combinatorial to the number of first order mutants, it was considered that there were too many HOMs for them to be usable. Additionally, two firmly held beliefs worked against higher order mutation in the
common wisdom: the competent programmer hypothesis and the coupling effect. The competent programmer hypothesis states that, as programmers can be considered to be competent, they will not make big mistakes. This means that, even if a fault is introduced by a programmer, the faulty version of the program will be syntactically very close to the correct program. The coupling effect [12], [13] is the observation that tests designed to detect simple faults will detect many complex faults, i.e., that complex faults are coupled with simple ones. According to the competent programmer hypothesis and the coupling effect, single order mutation was enough: simple mutants would resemble the small faults made by developers and any complex faults would likely be coupled with the simple mutants anyway.

In [7], Harman et al. rehabilitate HOMs by tackling the “myths” of higher order mutation testing. First they argue that the competent programmer hypothesis is misinterpreted. Although they agree that programmers are competent, they say this means that programmers produce software that is close in behaviour to a correct program, and not software that is “within a few keystrokes of correctness”. They also refer to studies [14]–[16] showing that many faults come from misunderstanding of requirements, and are larger than the hypothesis suggests. Then they say that, although the coupling effect stands, it is not a valid argument against using HOMs. In [13], they agree that “Complex faults are coupled to simple ones in such a way that test data which find all simple ones will detect a high percentage of complex faults.”, but suggest that, as there are very many HOMs, having only a small percentage of uncoupled HOMs still makes them valuable in absolute numbers. The final myth against higher order mutation that the authors tackle is that the number of HOMs makes them unusable. They show that, using Search Based Software Engineering (SBSE), it is possible to navigate the very large search space that is the space of HOMs, and to effectively use higher order mutation analysis.

Harman et al. also explore an interesting property of HOMs in [7]: subsumption. They define a HOM as subsuming its component FOMs when the set of tests killing the HOM is smaller than the union of the sets of tests killing its component FOMs. A HOM strongly subsumes its component FOMs if the set of tests killing it is included in the intersection of the sets of tests killing its component FOMs. Based on these definitions, the authors propose a classification of HOMs as non-weakly- or strongly-subsuming. They further explore strongly subsuming higher order mutants and their effect on the mutation analysis process in [17]. They show that using subsuming HOMs instead of FOMs reduces the number of mutants to analyse by 35 to 45% while improving the test efficiency.

The improved efficiency provided by HOMs in [17] can be explained by HOMs in which constituent FOMs interact to create new behaviours. These new behaviours in turn exert the tests in new ways and improve the efficiency of a mutation-adequate test suite. Omar et al. explore the construction of such mutants in [18] and coin the phrase “subtle mutants” to refer to them. They find a large number of subtle HOMs for 10 projects, with subtle HOMs of order more than 8, showing how complex interactions between multiple mutants can generate new behaviours.

Although higher order mutation has been the focus of much work, only few tools are available that implement the technique. MILU [19] is a higher order mutation tool for the C language proposed by Jia et. al. Omar et. al. introduce HOMAJ [20], a tool for higher order mutation of Java code that integrates several search based mutant selection techniques. However, the tool is not publicly available. More recently, LittleDarwin [21], a higher order mutation tool for Java, was released, although the authors report longer mutation analysis run-times than with PIT. We were unable to find precise documentation regarding its HOM features on its website and to compare it to our tool.

III. PIT AND PIT-HOM

In this section, we describe how PIT and PIT-HOM carry out the mutation analysis process. We first review how PIT generates, manages and analyses mutants, then how this process was modified in PIT-HOM, and finally how to use PIT-HOM.

A. Mutation analysis process in PIT

PIT creates mutants at the bytecode level, instead of from the Java sources. PIT performs bytecode manipulation using the ASM library [22], an all purpose Java bytecode manipulation and analysis framework. This allows for significant performance advantages, as each mutant does not need to be recompiled, and bytecode manipulation is computationally inexpensive. Manipulating bytecode also allows for the mutants to never be stored to disk and to be fully stored and processed in main memory. In order to reduce memory cost, the full bytecode of a mutant is stored in memory only when the mutant is run, otherwise only metadata about the mutant is kept.

PIT carries out the mutation process in three stages, which are represented in figure 1. The first stage is mutant generation. All classes under analysis are scanned in a single pass to discover the available mutation points. During this pass, all possible mutants are created and stored in the form of a MutationIdentifier object, that uniquely identifies the mutant. This first pass actually generates the mutated bytecode, but it is immediately discarded, and only the mutants’ metadata, the MutationIdentifier objects, are stored.

A MutationIdentifier object records the location in the SUT of a mutant and the mutation operator used to create the mutant. The location consists of the class, method and bytecode instruction number where the mutation happens. As PIT’s mutation operators uniquely map a bytecode instruction to a mutated instruction, the position and operator are enough information to uniquely identify each mutant. Additional information, such as the tests to be run against the mutant are stored in a MutationDetails objects, linked to the MutationIdentifier object. Storing the mutants in this way makes them take very
little memory and allows PIT to store the many mutants that can be generated, even on large projects.

Once all mutants have been generated, the second stage, mutant evaluation, can start. This process is performed in child JVM processes. The main process passes the Mutation-Identifier to the child process and it generates the bytecode corresponding to the mutant and injects it into the SUT. The tests targeting the mutant are then run against it to evaluate whether it is killed or not. This status is reported to the main process. By default, PIT will run tests against a mutant only until it is killed and will ignore further tests, but PIT provides an option to the user to run all tests that cover a mutant against this mutant, collecting the result of each test. This option, which creates a full mutation matrix, is particularly interesting in a research context.

As starting a new JVM child process is a very expensive operation, a natural approach would be to evaluate all mutants using the same JVM process. The problem with this approach is that executing tests against a mutant can modify the state of the JVM, i.e., “poison” the JVM, through modifying static variables for example. Such a poisoning of the JVM could modify the results of the analysis of other mutants, which is undesirable. A solution would be to run each mutant in a new JVM child process, but this proves extremely slow. PIT adopts a tradeoff where mutants are grouped in test units, and mutants of a same unit are run in the same JVM. By default, PIT groups mutants of a same class together, isolating the analysis of each class but allowing intra-class contamination of results. This behaviour can be changed by the user by specifying a maximum size of the test units. The user can then choose to follow the default behaviour, or take a safer approach with smaller test units, or even run each mutant in their separate JVM to get the most reliable results possible.

The final stage is reporting. The results collected in the evaluation stage are written to disk in a human-readable (HTML), or an easily processed (XML, CSV) report. These
B. Mutation analysis process in PIT-HOM

PIT-HOM extends PIT and thus also mutates bytecode, maintaining the same performance benefits. As PIT-HOM allows higher order mutation, where multiple mutations are performed in a single mutant, the overall mutation process had to be modified.

The first modification was to change the way mutants are represented in PIT. As a mutant can now consist of multiple mutations, the combination of a location and a mutation operators is no longer enough to identify it uniquely. The MutationIdentifier object was modified to hold a list of mutation locations and of operators. Similarly to the FOMs, this is enough information to uniquely identify any HOM, and is more effective than storing the bytecode of the mutant.

The MutationDetails object and its creation were also adapted. In particular, when considering a HOM, any test that covers any of the component FOMs is considered to cover the HOM. This approach considers every test that can potentially kill a HOM, although it includes many tests that only partially execute the HOM (i.e. do not execute all mutations points when run against the HOM). Considering only tests that fully execute a HOM might be more interesting but is non-trivial, as introducing mutations changes the coverage of the tests.

The process of mutant generation was also adapted for higher order mutation. The single pass that PIT performs reveals all mutation points and creates all possible FOMs. The FOMs then need to be combined to create HOMs. PIT-HOM creates all possible HOMs of the desired order in a class by combining any FOMs not on the same bytecode instruction, as combining two FOMs on the same instruction would mean the second FOM “overriding” the first.

As the number of HOMs is combinatorial to that of FOMs, there are very many possible HOMs, and holding them all in main memory at the same time becomes problematic. PIT-HOM thus breaks with PIT’s process of creating all mutants. We propose two ways to carry out the mutation analysis process: streaming and batch-streaming. These two processes are summarised in Algorithms 1 and 2 and we compare them in Section IV.

In the streaming method (Algorithm 1), for each class under analysis PIT’s classic pass is performed (line 2), creating all the FOMs. If first order is to be performed, the FOMs are processed, each in a separate JVM (lines 3-7). The mutants of the class are then combined to create the HOMs of each targeted order. As soon as a correct combination of FOMs is found, the HOM is created and processed in a new JVM (lines 8-13). Combinations of FOMs are found using the findNextCombination function, which takes the list of FOMs and a target order as input. This function enumerates all combinations of FOMs of the correct size and checks if the FOMs in the combination do not affect the same instruction. If each FOM in the combination affects a different instruction, they form a valid HOM and this HOM is created and returned.

As the mutants are processed as soon as they are created they do not need to be all kept in memory at the same time. Furthermore, as the process of creating the FOMs and combining them into HOMs is often faster than running the tests, and as the run function is run in another thread and is thus non-blocking here, a guard is put in place to ensure that not too many HOMs are created and await processing (not shown in the algorithms). The streaming method allows the HOMs to be processed without running out of memory, as all mutants do not need to be held in main memory at the same time, but also requires each mutant to be processed in a new JVM, creating a significant overhead.

The batch-streaming process (Algorithm 2) provides a balance between PIT’s normal process of creating all mutants before starting evaluating them and the streaming method of evaluating each mutant separately. For each class, the FOMs are created, made into testing units, and evaluated as in PIT’s normal process (lines 2-5). The HOMs are then created and stored until a set number (10,000 in our tests) have been created. The batch of HOMs is then turned into a testing unit (multiple testing units if a maximum unit size less than the batch size has been specified by the user) and processed in a new JVM (line 12). This process greatly reduces the number of JVMs created compared to the streaming method, thus reducing the overhead of JVM creation, while ensuring that the number of mutants to be kept in memory at once is reasonable.

Algorithm 1 Mutation analysis process with streaming method

Input:
- classesToAnalyse: List of classes that should be mutated
- ordersToRun: List of mutation orders that should be run

1: for class ∈ classesToAnalyse do
2:   foms ← MutationSource.findMutants(class)
3:   if 1 ∈ ordersToRun then
4:     for mutant ∈ foms do
5:       run(new TestUnit(mutant))
6:     end for
7:   end if
8: for order ∈ ordersToRun do
9:   hom ← findNextCombination(foms, order)
10:  while hom ≠ null do
11:    run(new TestUnit(hom))
12:    hom ← findNextCombination(foms)
13:  end while
14: end for
15: end for

The batch-streaming process (Algorithm 2) provides a balance between PIT’s normal process of creating all mutants before starting evaluating them and the streaming method of evaluating each mutant separately. For each class, the FOMs are created, made into testing units, and evaluated as in PIT’s normal process (lines 2-5). The HOMs are then created and stored until a set number (10,000 in our tests) have been created. The batch of HOMs is then turned into a testing unit (multiple testing units if a maximum unit size less than the batch size has been specified by the user) and processed in a new JVM (line 12). This process greatly reduces the number of JVMs created compared to the streaming method, thus reducing the overhead of JVM creation, while ensuring that the number of mutants to be kept in memory at once is reasonable.
PIT-HOM supports the CSV and XML report formats. As of this writing, one of these common tools is used.

C. Using PIT-HOM

PIT-HOM follows the same workflow as PIT and is fully integrated to a variety of build tools, IDEs, and static code analysis tools. Thus there is no need for additional effort when integrated to a variety of build tools, IDEs, and static code analysis tools. Thus there is no need for additional effort when PIT-HOM is used. We first describe the experiment we performed before reporting the results.

A. Experiment Setup

The experiment was performed using two small sized projects. The first project is Triangle [23], an example project used to demonstrate how to set up and use PIT and provided with PIT. The second project used is the Bisect project used in [24] that computes square roots. We use all the tests provided by Kintis et. al. in our evaluation.

Characteristics of the test subjects used in the validation are summarised in table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>SLOC</th>
<th>#tests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Triangle</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bisect</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For each project, we run PIT-HOM, based on PIT-1.4.3, at different orders in order to evaluate the number of HOMs generated and the properties they have. We run PIT-HOM both using all operators available in PIT-1.4.3, and using them plus the extended set of operators proposed in [25]. When using the extended set of operators, overlapping operators between PIT’s original operators and the extended ones are removed in order to avoid creating the same mutant multiple times.

We also run 3 configurations of PIT-HOM that implement the 3 mutation analysis processes described before: generating all mutants before running them, streaming and batch-streaming. This allows us to compare the performance of each method.

Finally we run the triangle project using PIT’s full mutation matrix mode, where all tests covering a mutant are run against said mutant. This allows us to compute metrics such as the easiness of a mutant to be killed, i.e. the proportion of tests covering a mutant that kill it.

Computing the full mutation matrix could not be performed for both projects because of time constraints. Both projects were thus also run using PIT’s usual stop condition of killing the mutant in order to collect comparable run times.

Our experiments were performed on a quad-core Intel Xeon processor (3.1GHz) with 8GB RAM running Debian 9.6 "stretch". PIT-HOM was run with the “threads” option set to 3.

B. Results

Table II reports the metrics concerning the mutants generated. For each project, we report the number of mutants generated at each order of mutation and the obtained mutation score, i.e. the proportion of mutants killed by the tests. The results are given for the two sets of mutation operators: the operators available in PIT 1.4.3 and the ones introduced in [25]. Mutation analysis at order 3 using the extended set of mutants was not run for the Bisect project because of time constraints.

For the triangle project we also report the average easiness of killing a mutant, i.e. the proportion of tests covering a mutant that kill it. This shows whether the created HOMs are trivial or not. We also report the size of the disjoint mutants set which, when compared to the size of the set of created mutants, shows how redundant the created mutants are. Disjoint mutants [26], or minimal mutants [27] are the set of mutants that subsume the full set of generated mutants.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Order 1</th>
<th>Order 2</th>
<th>Order 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>Extended</td>
<td>Original</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triangle</td>
<td>#mutants</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mutation score</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Easiness to kill</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#disjoint mutants</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bisect</td>
<td>#mutants</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mutation score</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As in [25], we observe on both projects that the extended mutation operator set generates many more mutants than PIT’s original set and that the mutants are harder to kill. This effect is also observed at higher orders of mutation. Results also indicate that the HOMs are in average harder to kill than the FOMs. This result is tied to our definition of a test covering a HOM.

The results also show for the triangle project that the mutants generated by the extended set are not subsumed by the ones generated by the original set of operators. At higher orders of mutation, as the triangle project is very small and only offers a few test, we see that the many HOMs created are mostly redundant and that there is some sort of saturation.

Table III reports the time taken, in seconds, to run the mutation analysis process using the different methods described above at different mutation orders and for both the original and extended sets of mutation operators. In this table MemErr means that we were not able to run the mutation analysis as PIT-HOM ran out of memory. Either the tool crashed or the children processes running the mutants did, polluting the results. The times in italic are approximations based on partial runs, the full runs were not performed because of time constraints.

On both projects, we observe that the extended set of operators, producing more mutants, takes longer to run than the original one. We also observe that the time taken to run the mutation analysis process rapidly increases when considering higher order mutants. In the triangle project we observe similar results for the generate all and batch-stream strategies when the number of mutants is low, as they will then both only generate a single child JVM process. Both methods perform better than the stream method. On the bisect project, generate all and batch-stream perform again very similarly, but this time are outperformed by stream. This is explained by the fact that a single class is under analysis and that a low number of mutants are generated. This means that the generate all and the batch stream methods only generate one testing unit, and thus execute all tests on the same thread, sequentially. On the other hand, the stream method creates a testing unit for each mutant, and can thus take advantage of the 3 threads allowed for PIT to use. As Bisect’s tests are rather long to run (14 tests timed out out of 164 test executions at order one), the overhead introduced by creating the children JVM processes is compensated by the gain of running 3 mutants in parallel.

### V. Discussion

We validated PIT-HOM by running it against two well-known, small Java programs and have compared the different ways of performing the mutation process we proposed. As initial results seem to show that no one method is always preferable, a more in-depth evaluation is needed, using larger and more diverse subject programs.

PIT is a well engineered, mature tool, that allows for much extendability, but the changes made in this work were quite profound and not trivial. It is probable that opportunities for optimisation were missed and that PIT-HOM can be made more efficient. This is why we make our tool’s code available at https://github.com/ucd-csl/pitest in hopes the community can both use and improve it.

Our results confirm the previous intuition that for higher order mutation to be usable and profitable, some kind of mutant selection process has to be used. Although we only considered two very small classes for our validation, the run time for second order mutation was already in the scale of hours for the Bisect project, and order 3 could not be run as it would take days.

The results of this small-scale experiment indicate that HOMs are largely redundant. This confirms the previous conclusion that careful selection is needed to capitalise on the benefits that HOMs bring, such as subsuming and subtle HOMs. Again, further investigation into the characteristics of the generated HOMs is needed, using larger and more diverse subjects.

### VI. Conclusion

We presented PIT-HOM, an extension of PIT for higher order mutation of Java programs. PIT-HOM automates the generation and analysis of higher order mutants in Java bytecode. We make PIT-HOM and its source code freely available for the community to use it and expand on it.

We are extending PIT-HOM to use different mutant selection techniques and to allow for HOMs combining mutants of different classes. This will improve the performance of PIT-HOM, as less mutants will be considered, and will allow for more complex mutants to be created.
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